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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses how to build a system that can
engage in a mixed-initiative human-machine spoken dialogue in which system utterances sometimes overlap with
user utterances and vice versa. In the method, a module that incrementally understands user utterances and
another module that incrementally generates system utterances work in parallel, and the timing of taking and
releasing the dialogue initiative is decided according to
the understanding of user utterances and the content of
the system utterances. This method enables the system
to respond when the user holds the dialogue initiative and
is speaking, and enables the system to react to the user’s
barge-ins when it holds the initiative and is speaking. An
experimental system called DUG-1 is also presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in speech recognition technology have
made it possible to build spoken dialogue systems that
anonymous users can use. For these systems to become
commercially viable, however, their being able to complete a task is not sufficient; they must be usable. The
achievement of rich turn-taking in a spoken dialogue
system is crucial to the system’s usability. Here, rich
turn-taking refers to the phenomena where utterances of
the two dialogue participants overlap.
Previous spoken dialogue systems do not start speaking unless the user explicitly notifies the system of the end
of his/her utterance by using clues such as long pauses or
special keywords or the mouse [2, 3, 13, 17]. In addition,
these systems cannot recognize and understand user utterances made before their utterances have finished. These
limitations prevent rich turn-taking, and thus the systems
are not easy to use. Although some systems that can
either barge into the user’s utterances or accept the user’s
barge-ins have been developed [1, 6, 7, 8, 16], a system has
yet to be developed that can both make barge-in responses
and accept the user’s barge-ins.
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This paper proposes a method for handling rich turntaking in a mixed-initiative spoken dialogue system. It also
presents an experimental system called DUG-1. DUG-1
achieves rich turn-taking through the incremental understanding of user utterances and the incremental generation
of system utterances. Rich turn-taking is also achieved
by having the understanding module and the generation
module work in parallel.
We first discuss the necessity of handling rich turntaking, and then present a method for handling it. Finally,
we present an experimental system DUG-1.

2. NECESSITY OF HANDLING RICH
TURN-TAKING
Utterances by one participant in human-human dialogues
sometimes overlap with the other participant’s utterances
[12]. This phenomenon is called rich turn-taking in this
paper. Needless to say, human-machine dialogues do
not have to be like human-human dialogues from the
standpoint of building a spoken dialogue system as a userfriendly human-machine interface; rich turn-taking does
not have to be dealt with by spoken dialogue systems only
because utterances overlap in human-human dialogues.
Nevertheless, handling rich turn-taking is crucial to
the usability of the spoken dialogue systems for a number
of reasons. First, let us consider the system’s responses
during user utterances. With rich turn-taking, the system could acknowledge the user’s utterances by making
backchannel utterances while the user is speaking, enabling the user to speak easily [9]. In addition, when
the system cannot understand what the user is saying, it
could interrupt the user’s utterance so that the user need
not uselessly finish the utterance. Next, let us consider the
user’s barge-ins. The user could save time by interrupting
the system to move the dialogue forward. In addition,
the user could barge into the system’s utterance to request
the system to clarify or repeat something and the system
would comply.
Rich turn-taking has not been implemented in most
previous spoken dialogue systems; they can only deal
with orderly turn-taking [2, 3, 13, 17]. They do not have
mechanisms for producing barge-in responses because

they determine the timing of taking turns by monitoring the
length of pauses or detecting a special word at the end of the
user’s utterances [15]. In addition, they cannot accept the
user’s responses while they are speaking. Although some
systems that can either barge into the user’s utterances
[1, 7, 16] or accept the user’s barge-ins [6, 8] have been
developed, there has been no system that can both make
barge-in responses and accept the user’s barge-ins.
A mixed-initiative spoken dialogue system must deal
with both types of barge-in. In this paper, we use the term
mixed-initiative in contrast to fixed-initiative. In a fixedinitiative dialogue, the participant who holds the initiative
asks questions of the other participant who only answers
the questions or only explains things to the participant who
holds the initiative. In a mixed-initiative dialogue, on the
other hand, the initiative moves among the participants
and each participant can ask questions and explain things.
If a mixed-initiative dialogue system is to handle rich
turn-taking, it must be able to respond when the user is
speaking and holds the dialogue initiative, and it must be
able to react to the user’s barge-ins when it is speaking
and holds the initiative.
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3. A METHOD FOR HANDLING RICH
TURN-TAKING

Figure 1: Spoken dialogue system architecture

This section proposes a method for handling rich turntaking in mixed-initiative spoken dialogue systems and
presents a system architecture that implements the method.
It is based on concurrent processing and utilizes an incremental utterance understanding method [10] and an
incremental utterance generation method [5, 6]. The architecture consists of the speech recognition module, the
speech production module, and the language processing
module, which comprises two submodules called the understanding module and the generation module. Figure 1
depicts the relationship among these modules.
In this architecture, the language understanding module and the language generation module work in parallel
so that utterance generation is possible even while the
system is listening to user utterances and that utterance
understanding is possible even while it is speaking [14].
The understanding module incrementally understands user
utterances by updating the partial results of understanding
every time a word hypothesis is obtained from the speech
recognizer, and the generation module incrementally produces system utterances phrase by phrase by referring to
domain knowledge. The result of utterance understanding
and the content of system utterances are written in shared
memory so that both the understanding and generation
modules can access them.
When the user holds the initiative in the dialogue, the
generation module can respond based on the partial results
of incremental understanding. It can make backchannels
and confirm when it concludes from understanding results
that these actions are required. The timing of responses is
determined according to partial understanding results as

well as user pauses. The speech recognizer detects pauses
and notifies the language generation module.
When the system holds the initiative, since the generation module incrementally produces system utterances,
the system can dynamically change the content of its utterances according to the user’s backchannels, confirmations,
and requests for re-explanation regardless of whether they
overlap with system utterances or not.
The system takes or releases the initiative in the dialogue according to the result of user utterance understanding and the content of system utterances. For example,
when the system thinks that it has understood the user’s
request, it takes the initiative to answer, and when the system finishes a question to the user, it releases the initiative
to wait for the user’s answer.
The language model for speech recognition can be
dynamically switched according to the result of understanding and the content of system utterances to increase
the accuracy of the recognition.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1. System Features
We have developed a Japanese spoken dialogue system
called DUG-1 based on the architecture explained in the
previous section.
The speech recognition module in DUG-1 is a
phoneme-HMM-based speaker-independent continuous
speech recognizer [11] that can incrementally output word
hypotheses using the ISTAR (Incremental Structure Transmitter And Receiver) protocol [7]. This recognizer out-

puts at each time frame the word hypothesis on the search
path with the highest score. The speech recognition is
directed by network grammars. The constraints posed
by these grammars are weak enough to capture spontaneously spoken utterances, which sometimes include
fillers and self-repairs. The grammars allow each speech
interval to be an arbitrary number of arbitrary bunsetsu
phrases. A bunsetsu phrase is a phrase that consists of one
content word and a number (possibly zero) of function
words. The grammars are switched according to the result
of understanding and the content of system utterances to
increase the accuracy of the recognition. When to switch
the grammar is determined by the language generation
module. The vocabulary size of each grammar is less than
one hundred words so that the speech recognizer can work
in real time.
When the user holds the initiative, the results of the
utterance understanding are represented by a frame (i.e.,
attribute-value pairs with some procedural constraints)
[4]. The frame is updated word by word by incremental
understanding. The language generation module makes
utterances including backchannels and confirmation based
on the content of the frame.
When the system holds the initiative, the language
generation module incrementally generates utterances in
short units (such as clauses) using hierarchical planning.
The current system understands user utterances using
bunsetsu phrases and does not use parsing. It changes
the content of the explanation according to the user’s
questions and backchannels based on the cooperative
dialogue principles established based on the observation
of human-human dialogues [6].
The speech production module outputs pre-recorded
voices of bunsetsu phrases according to the requests of
the language generation module. For the user to be able
to speak at ease, a human-like face is displayed, which
nods and moves its lips according to the content of system
utterances.
Although this paper focuses only on rich turn-taking,
DUG-1 has other unique features. For instance, when the
user has the dialogue initiative, it can reply immediately
after detecting a pause based on the partial result of understanding because it features an incremental understanding
method.

4.2. Dialogue Task
One of the tasks of DUG-1 is to arrange the videorecording
of TV programs. Before the dialogue, the user is assumed
not to know the title of the program but to know some
fragmentary information such as its category, who appears
in it, and when it is being televised. The system has the
complete timetable and it suggests a program according
to the user’s request. This task can be considered to be a
kind of cooperative decision task.
DUG-1 completes this task as follows. At the first
stage, the user has the initiative and informs DUG-1 of
fragmentary information about the program he/she wants

S1
U2
S3
U4

S5

U6
S7

S8

S9
U10
S11
U12
S13
U14
S15
U16
S17
U18
S19

hai dôzo
(May I help you?)
êtodesune
(well)
hai
(uh-huh)
supîdo ga deru asa janakute yoru no hhaii
utabangumi o yoyaku shitaindesu keredomo
(I want to record a music program in the
morning, no, at night huh-huhi where supîdo
(a chorus group) appear)
supîdo ga deteru yoru no utabangumi desuka
(is it a music program at night where supîdo
appears)
hai
(yes)
êtto poppujamu toyû bangumi ga hhaii arimasu
(well there is a program whose title is poppujamu huh-huhi )
yoru no utabangumi de hpoppujamu deshita
kkei supîdo ga
(it’s a music program at night, and hit was
poppujamu wasn’t it?i supîdo is )
sôdesu
(right)
hai
(uh-huh)
poppujamu toyû bangumi ga arimasu
(there is a program called poppujamu)
hai
(uh-huh)
supîdo ga shutsuen shi masu
(supîdo will appear in the program)
hai
(uh-huh)
poppujamu toyû bangumi o yoyaku shimasu ka
(do you want to record poppujamu?)
hai yoyaku shimasu
(yes I do)
kashikomarimashita hoka ni gozai masu ka
(all right, anything else?)
êto hhaii soredakede îdesu
(well huh-huhi that’s all)
arigatô gozaimashita
(thank you)
Figure 2: Example dialogue

to record. DUG-1 then takes the initiative and tells the
user the titles and features of the candidate programs.
Then it releases the initiative. After the user chooses a
program from the selection of candidates, the dialogue
goes back to the first stage.

4.3. Example Dialogue
Figure 2 shows an example dialogue between a user and
the system. U means a user utterance and S means a
system utterance. Utterances in angle brackets are bargeins by the hearer. The system took the initiative at S7 and
released it after S15.
Let us focus on turn-taking in this dialogue. First, the
system made a backchannel during the user’s utterance U4
based on the result of understanding of the phrase yoru no
(at night). The system considered the user’s backchannel
hai during utterance S7 to indicate the user’s understanding
and thus it continued the explanation. When the system
detected the user’s barge-in during utterance S8, it stopped
the subsequent explanation, answered sôdesu (right) in
S9, and repeated the explanation. As this example shows,
DUG-1 can handle rich turn-taking.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a method for handling rich turntaking in mixed-initiative spoken dialogue systems, and
also reported an experimental system called DUG-1.
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